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Nonlocal, linear, and nonlinear effects (of the echo type in a homogeneous plasma) which lead to ano
malous reflection and penetration of the waves into a plasma are investigated. The effects considered 
exist only in an inhomogeneous plasma. 

INTRODUCTION 

WHILE the fields of waves propagating in a plasma 
are determined by the currents of the plasma parti
cles, they nevertheless do not duplicate the particle 
motion, and vice versa. This difference makes possi
ble unique effects of reflection and penetration of 
electromagnetic waves into the plasma. 

As they absorb the wave energy, the plasma parti
cles receive, by the same token, information concern
ing the perturbation; this information is contained in 
the microscopic oscillations of the distribution func
tion. In other words, the system has a unique "mem
ory." By virtue of the foregoing difference, the oscil
lations of the distribution function can be transported 
by the particles into a plasma region which for so'me 
reason (for example, Landau damping or opacity) is 
not accessible to the initial wave, and in this region, 
under certain conditions, the information stored in the 
"memory" of the system is again reproduced. 

In a homogeneous plasma, this effect is well known 
as the electromagnetic-wave echo, which was investi
gated in[l-sl. The region of localization of the initial 
waves was determined in[l-s] by the Landau damping, 
while in[4 •51 (where echo due to external sources with 
frequencies belonging to the region of opacity of the 
plasma was considered) it was determined by the depth 
of the skin layer. 

It must be emphasized that in a homogeneous 
plasma, when the phase velocities and the unperturbed 
particle velocities are constant, the initial perturba
tion attenuates irreversibly in time, owing to the 
velocity scatter. We have in mind a process analogous 
to the decay of a macroscopic density resulting from 
an initial perturbation of the distribution function; this 
decay is due to the random diffusion of the particles 
(seer61). The echo effect in a homogeneous plasma is 
therefore nonlinear. 

In the case of an inhomogeneous plasma, when the 
wave in each section of the plasma interacts resonantly 
only with some definite group of particles, effects of 
the echo type can be linear. Thus, for example, in[ 71, 
they investigated the effect of nonlocal linear wave re
flection. For a weakly inhomogeneous plasma, when 
the usual reflection coefficient is exponentially small, 
the coefficient of nonlocal reflection can be comparable 
with unity. 

In the present paper we investigate a number of new 
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nonlocal effects that exist only in an inhomogeneous 
plasma and are connected with the presence of 
''memory'' in the system. 

These include the following: 
1) Linear echo, appearing when an extraordinary 

wave propagates along an inhomogeneous external 
magnetic field. It is important that the incident wave 
is again regenerated behind the opacity barrier and 
propagates in the previous direction. 

2) A proper longitudinal echo from two transverse 
sources situated in the opacity region of an inhomo
geneous plasma. 

3) Echo at the summary frequency from two longi
tudinal sources in an inhomogeneous isotropic plasma 
in second order in the field amplitude. We note that in 
a homogeneous isotropic plasma, the echo is produced 
only at the difference frequency. 

In all cases, in order for wave regeneration to be 
effective, it is necessary in essence that the phase of 
the distribution function vary in a regular fashion and 
have at a certain point of space an extremum with re
spect to the particle energies; this corresponds to the 
appearance of macroscopic currents. 

The effects considered below are essentially kinetic 
and lead to anomalous penetration and reflection of the 
waves in an inhomogeneous plasma. As shown in[ 81 , 
the echo is sensitive to random changes of the phase of 
the distribution function, which result from Coulomb 
collisions or microturbulences. Therefore the analysis 
presented below is valid in a sufficiently rarefied 
plasma, when the characteristic lengths of the investi
gated processes are small compared with the effective 
mean free Faith of the particles forming the echo (for 
details see 81 ). 

1. REGENERATION OF EXTRAORDINARY WAVES 
PROPAGATING ALONG AN INHOMOGENEOUS 
MAGNETIC FIELD 

We consider the propagation of an extraordinary 
wave of frequency w along an inhomogeneous magnetic 
field H0 = H(z)ez having the form of a hump, with 

(1.1) 

We neglect the inhomogeneity of the plasma density and 
also the variation of the particle velocity components 
as a result of the inhomogeneity of the magnetic field. 
As will be seen below, this limitation is not principal. 
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Under these conditions, we obtain from the linearized 
kinetic equation for the perturbation of the distribution 
function and from Maxwell's equations for the electric 
field Ew(z) of the extraordinary wave, using the 
method of characteristics, 

c' d'E.(z) w • .' s~ dv { s' --;-d-,-+E.(z)=-.- -F(v) dz'E.(z')· 
W Z HO 0 V -""' 

. (1.2} 

X exp [ + j Q(z")dz"] +I dz'E.(z')exp[ --; S Q(z")dz" ]}. 
zl ;:. zr 

where Q(z} = w - WHe(z) and F(v} is the unperturbed 
distribution function of the particles with respect to the 
longitudinal velocities. 

In the case of weak inhomogeneitf. of H(z), we seek 
the solution of (1.2), in analogy with 71, in the WKB ap
proximation in the form 

E .. (z) = A.(z)exp (;I k(z')dz'). 

Then, integrating in (1.2) by parts with respect to z', 
accurate to terms of second order of smallness in the 
WKB parameter, we have 

A.(z)A(w,k)-i( aA~~k) f! [A.~z)( aA(:~k) f'] =0. 
(1.3) 

Here 
A(w, k) = e.c(w, k) - (ck I w) ', ,(1.4} 

where 

e.L(w,k)= 1+ w • .'+J~ dvF(v) (a.(z,v)=k- Q(vz) ). (1.5) 
w -~va.(z,v) 

From (1.3) we find a dispersion equation for the 
extraordinary wave 

A(w, k) = 0, (1.6) 

which determines the wave vector k(z) = kw(H (z}) 
and the pre-exponential factor 

_ ( {}A(w,k.(z)) )-'!. 
A.(z)- iJk.(z) . 

In the integration by parts in (1.2} it was assumed 
that aw(z, v) ~ 0, but the equality aw(z, v) = 0 (which 
is the condition for cyclotron resonance) determines 
the contribution of the particles that are resonant with 
the wave at the point z and have a velocity v. This 
contribution can readily be taken into account by adding 
to (1.3) the current of the resonant particles, which 
enters in the first term of formula (1.3) in the form of 
the anti-Hermitian part of A(w, k). Then Eq. (1.6} de
termines the complex wave vector kw(z} = qw(z) 
+ iKw(z), where I Kw I « I qw 1. 

We must make here the following remark. The 
curly brackets in the right-hand side of (1.2) contain 
the perturbation of the distribution function. It is seen 
from this equation that although the wave does attenuate 
as a result of cyclotron absorption (or as a result of 
reflection from the opacity region), the oscillations of 
the distribution function propagate with a phase factor 
in the exponential 

' 
8 = J a.(z",v)dz" 

further into the plasma region where there is no wave. 
In a homogeneous plasma, when integrating with re
spect to the velocities v' the phase factor e leads to 

thermal diffusion of the perturbation in accordance 
with the law 

E.(z)_~ exp(- ! I~:!''') . 
In an inhomogeneous plasma, since aw depends on z, 
the phase e can have an extremum with respect to v. 
Therefore integrating with respect to the particle 
velocities gives rise to a macroscopic current that 
regenerates the wave. 

Bearing such a case in mind, we represent the field 
Ew(z) as the sum of incident and regenerated waves: 

E.(z) = E,(z, w) + ER(z, w) = A.(z) exp (it k.(z')dz') 

where 

+R.(z)exp( i Jk.(z')dz' ), 

ll.(z) 
A.(z)=--, 

ll.(a) 

•, 

ll (z = [ aA(w, k.(z)) ]. -•r. 
" ) ak.(z) 

(1.7) 

and zc is the wave-regeneration point. Then, assum
ing that the following inequalities are satisfied for the 
wave amplitudes 

IA.(z) I~ IR.(z) I (z < z,), IA.(z) I~ IR.(z) I (z > z,) 

and substituting (1.7) in (1.2), we obtain, when account 
is taken of formula (1.3) for the regenerated wave, 

w • .'ll.(z) s~ dv +s~ +s~ . 
ER(z, w) = -F(v) dx dyli.(x) ll.(y) 

wii.(a) 0 v -oo -oo 

(1.8) 
X exp (; 1 k.(z')dz' + i 1 k.(z')dz' -+ J Q(z")dz']. 

a Y Y 

The integrals with respect to x and y in (1.8) are de
termined by the contribution of the saddle points 
z 1 , 2 (v} (z 1 < z 2 ), at which there is satisfied the cyclo
tron-resonance condition 

Re a.(z.(v), v) = 0 (n = 1, 2), 

corresponding to absorption of a wave by the particles 
with velocity v at the point z 1(v), and then emission at 
the point z 2(v). Thus, the field ER(z, w) is generated 
by the nonlocal part of the resonant current excited by 
the field of the initial wave at the point z 1 ( v). 

The result of integration with respect to x and y in 
(1.8) is conveniently represented in the form 

.• - 00 

· 2ll.(z) J [. dz1 (v) dz,(v) ]''• 
E"(z,w)=--- dv x1(v)x,(v)-d--d- exp(iljl.(z,v)). 

ll.(a) v v 
0 (1.9) 

We have used here the notation 
z a:2(u) 

ljl.(z, v) = J k.(z')dz'- J a.(z', v)dz' + y(v), 
a z1(1') 

~.(vJ=(: [q.(z)-~ ]).1 . 
Z V z=~n (u) 

x.(v) == x.(zn(v)), x.(z) =- nw.,'ll.'(z) F( Q(z)). 
wq.(z) q.(z) 

The integrand in (1.9) contains a rapidly-oscillating 
function. Therefore the value of the integral in (1.9) is 
determined by the contribution of the saddle point 
v = v0 ; this point is determined from the equation 

dS(v) d •><•> 
-;z;;-== (avRe J a.(z,v)dz)l _ =0. (1.10) 

z 1(u) U-VQ 
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We then obtain ultimately 

E ( ) _ [ Sn ( ) ( ) dz,(v,) dz,(v,) ]''• IT.(z) 
a Z CJ> - -x. Vo Xz Vo ---- --

' p dv. dv. n.(a) 

xexp( -t ~ +t11J.(z,v,)~ , (1.11) 

where 
zl(t'o) 

1jl.(z,v,)=i J x.(z')dz'+i J x.(z')dz'-e(v,)+y(v,), 
n <t("o) 

p = d'-e (v,) /dv,'. 

Using (1.11), we find the ratio of the energy fluxes in 
the regenerated and initial waves, which determines 
the efficiency of the regeneration: 

•l("o) 

S8 (z, ro) 18n dz, dz, I [ 2 J ( ')d , d.[z,a]==---= -x1 (v0)x,(v,)-- exp - x. z z 
S,(z, ro) p dv, dv, • 

-2 j x.(z')dz' ], 
::a(vo) 

(1.12) 

or, in order of magnitude 
t 

•i\llo} 

d.(z,a)~[x(v,)(L/q.)''•]'exp{-2 J x.(z')dz'-2 J x.(z')dz'), 
a t:2(vo) 

(1.13) 
where L is the characteristic dimension of the inhomo
geneity of aw(z, v0 ). As seen from (1.13), the effect 
increases with increasing inhomogeneity length L, and 
when the dimension of the cyclotron-resonance region 
(L/qw)J./2 for particles with velocity v0 becomes 
larger than the attenuation length 1/ K(v0 ), the effect 
reaches a maximum, which can be of the order of 
unity. However, it is impossible to use formula (1.11) 
here, since it is obtained under the assumption that the 
dependence of y on v is inessential. 

Let us examine in greater detail the conditions under 
which the given effect exists. First, formula (1.10) 
(the phase-coherence condition) reduces to the form 

<t("o) 

J Q(z')dz' = 0. 
z,("o) 

It follows therefore that the function fa ( z) = w- WHe 
should pass through zero. Then the wave interacts 
resonantly in the region WHe < w with the particles 
traveling in the direction of the wave propagation, and 
in the region wHe > w it interacts with the particles 
traveling in the opposite direction. Therefore in the 
region WHe > w the particles (unless they are re
flected) generate a reflected wave. Thus, at the points 
z1,2( Vo) we should have WHe( z1,2( vo)) < w. Excluding 
narrow regions in which I fa( z) I « I kwVTe I, we use 
for the refractive index the hydrodynamic expression 

(ck./ro)' = 1- ro • .'/ roQ. 

We can then show that the effect investigated above 
exists if the magnetic field has the form of a hump, 
with 

and, in addition, 3 .f3(wpe/w)2 < 2v0 /c. 
Let us consider a concrete example of the profile of 

the magnetic field in the region of the hump: 

H(z) = H,(1- z' / L') (1 < eH,f mcro < '/,). 
If we take (wpe/w)2 « 2(eH0 /mcw- 1), then we have 

z,,,(v,)= +LV 3 {1- mcro), 
eH, 

( eH, ) 
Vo = 2c ---- 1 , 

mcro 
(I) :Ttffipe 2 

q,=-, Xo=--F(v,). 
c 2m 

Formula (1.12) then assumes the form 

d[z,, zi(v,)] =4n(x,yL./q,)', L,=L(v,/c)"'. 

As seen from the expression for z1,2(v0), the field is 
transported through a distance on the order of the 
length of the magnetic-field inhomogeneity. 

In addition to the case investigated above, there can 
be observed also an effect of regeneration of a wave by 
particles reflected from a magnetic mirror. In this 
case the particles absorb the extraordinary wave in the 
region WHe < w, and are reflected in the magnetic 
mirror, where WHe > w. If the conditions of phase 
coherence and cyclotron resonance are satisfied for 
the particles in the region WHe > w after reflection, 
then the particles will emit a wave traveling in the 
same direction as before, i.e., into the region of the 
strong magnetic field. In this case the phase-coherence 
condition takes the form 

•• ~ = (!._ ~ dzQ (z) ) / = 0 
a~ - a~ t v11 (z, IE, v j_) <,,,~,,,, (~. "j_) · 

(1.14) 

Here Iff and v 1 are the energy and transverse velocity 
of the particle, z1,2 are the points of cyclotron reso
.nance 0( z1,2) = ± qw( z1,2) I v11 ( z1,2) I, and the integration 
contour circles around the particle reflection point. As 
seen from formula (1.14), the phase of the distribution 
function (} depends on the transverse velocity. There
fore in this case an additional mixing is produced by 
the thermal scatter with respect to the transverse 
velocities, and it is necessary to stipulate that the 
phase have an extremum with respect to the trans
verse velocities. Otherwise the wave regeneration will 
have the character of an above-the-barrier effect. A 
case is also possible when the dependence of 9 on the 
transverse velocity is insignificant and arithmetic 
addition of resonant particle currents with different 
transverse velocities takes place. It is easily seen that 
the calculations performed in this section pertain pre
cisely to the case of a weak dependence of the phase 9 
on the transverse velocity. 

2. PROPER ECHO OF TRANSVERSE WAVES IN AN 
INHOMOGENEOUS ISOTROPIC PLASMA 

It was shown in Sec. 1 that an anomalous penetration 
of an extraordinary wave into a plasma situated in an 
inhomogeneous magnetic field is possible already in the 
linear approximation, owing to the presence of 
"memory" in the system. It is of interest in this con
nection to investigate the nonlinear effects, particularly 
the possibility of nonlinear "clearing" of an inhomo
geneous plasma. We consider the case of an isotropic 
plasma. it is well known that in this case the electro
magnetic signal does not penetrate into the plasma 
region where wpe(z) > w. We now show that penetra
tion actually is possible if account is taken of the effect 
of the nonlinear echo. We take two transverse sources 

• 
j,.,(z, t) =e. _E;.O(z- a,) cos ro,t 

in a plasma that is inhomogeneous along the z axis. 
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For simplicity we assume that the bulk of the plasma 
is almost cold and has an inhomogeneous density N(z), 
to which a hot component with Maxwellian velocity 
distribution and homogeneous density n0 ( n0 « N) is 
added. The frequencies of the external sources w1 and 
w2 ( w 1 < w2) belong to the opacity region, and the 
density N( z) decreases monotonically with increasing 
z. As will be shown below, under these conditions, in 
second order in the amplitude of the external sources, 
an echo current of the hot component is produced at 
the difference frequency w3 = w2 - w11 and excites 
natural oscillations of the cold plasma component in 
the transparency region, where w~ > 41Te2N(z)/m. 

To calculate the echo we take the perturbations in 
the form 

+~ 

E(z, t) = (2n) -'i•L dwE (z, w) e-'•'. 

In the linear approximation, the fields satisfy the 
equations 

d2 <•> w' <•> 4nw . ) -d ,E, (z,wJ+-c.-e(z,w)E, (z,w)=-.-.J,.1(z,w, 
Z c· IC 

<•> ic d <•> 
H, (z,w)=wdzE, (z,w), (2.1) 

where e(z, w) = 1- 41Te2N(z)/m. The solution of Eqs. 
(1.1) in the ·case of weak inhomogeneity is 

• 
E, <•l(z, w) = 'f, i L,E.[Il(w- w,)- 6(w + w,) ]exp(-x,jz- a, I), 

a=l 

H~· (z o>) = '/~ H,[6(w-w,)+6(w+w,)]8(z-a,)exp(-x,jz-a,i), 
>~=1 

(2n) 'l•j, 
Ha=---, 

c 

{ 1 (6 > 0) 
e(£)= -1 (i<OJ. 

(2.2) 

We write out the linearized kinetic equation for the 
distribution function of the hot components: 

{) . e ,(t> OF (2 3) 
-iwf,(z,v,w)+v,-f,(z,v,w)=-E, (z,w)-fJ , • 

{)z m v, 

where 
1 ( v,>+v.') F=--,exp - 2 • 

2nvr 2v, 

In the case a 1 < a 2, th~ echo point Zc lies to the right 
of the sources (a 1 < a2 < zc) and the echo current is 
produced by the hot-component particles with Vz > 0. 
For these particles we obtain from (2.3), taking (2.2) 
into account, 

ie oF ' 
f,(z,v,w)=--a "\"'1 E,[ll(<o-w,)-ll(w+(l),)] 

2m v,.l.... 
s=1 

X J~z'exp [i ;y- z')- x,jz'- a,j]. 

(2.4) 

Then, neglecting the field E2 ~ n0 /N in the kinetic equa
tion for the hot-component distribution function 
f2( z, v, w ), we readily obtain the echo current 

ieE,H2 w,2 "s. ( u.' . Z ) 
j 2 (z,w)=-,-x,d--6(w-w,) duexp --2 +t- , (2.5) 

Bn me w,w, 0 u 

where d = a2- a 17 Z = (w 3/vT)(z- zc), zc = a2 
+ dw 1/w 3 is the echo point, and w!> = 41Te2n0 /m. 

To obtain the echo proper we take into account the 
hydrodynamically-weak thermal motion of the cold 

plasma component. Then the longitudinal echo field 
E~2>(z, w) satisfies the equation 

(2.6) 

Here VT is the velocity of the cold component of the 
plasma, and h( z, w) is specified by means of formula 
(2."5). From (2.5) and (2.6) we readily see, first, that 
the plasma wave is emitted forward from the vicinity 
of the echo point. We consider two cases in the calcu
lation of the echo. 

a) The echo point zc lies in the transparency region 
far from the plasma-wave reflection point, at which 
e(z, w3 ) = 0. Then E~21 (z, w) is given by (z > zc) 

where 

E(2)( ) H,H,(w,Q.) 2 v0 ( v•') , z,w =-.- -- -exp -- 6(w-w3 ) 
tH. oo2oo.s vT 2VT 40 

( e, )''• ( w, '-X ~ exp i-v,:Jt'e3 (z')dz'), 
•, 

H _ 2mc2e0 d, = d ~, ( ) • - , Eo = e Zc, W:~ , 
ed. w, 

4ne' Q.' = --N(z,), e,(z) = e(z, w,), 
m 

(2.7) 

b) The echo point zc coincides with the reflection 
point. Putting €(z, w3) = (z- zc)/L, we obtain in place 
of (2.7) 

( 2) H,H, ( w, ) ' ( v.' ) ( e, ) 'i• E, (z,w)=-- - R -, 6(w-w3 ) -
II, w, v, e, 

( w, s· _ 3 ) xexp i- ye,(z')dz' --in , v, 4 
•, 

where the role of e0 is played by the quantity 
(vT/w3L)213. In (2.8) we have 

.. . 62 . 
R(y) = n-'1• ~ d6 exp (- 2 + ~~' )· 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

When y 215 « 1, the integral in (2.9) is equal to 2-112. 
From a comparison of (2.7) and (2.8) we see that for 

small VT, the echo field increases resonantly if the 
echo point approaches the point of reflection of the 
plasma wave. 

Let us make a few remarks concerning the effect 
considered here. Just as in the case of a homogeneous 
plasma, the echo occurs at the difference frequency 
and with the same distance from the sources. Quali
tatively, the difference lies in the fact that the natural 
oscillations are excited precisely because of the in
homogeneity of the density, which decreases towards 
the plasma boundary. 

Since the distance from the echo to the sources can 
be made larger than the characteristic width of the 
"hump" of the density, it is possible to transmit in
formation concerning the oscillations from sources 
lying in the transparency region to the opposite bound
ary of the plasma. It should be noted here that a longi
tudinal plasma wave propagating almost normally to 
the plasma boundary is transformed, with a transfor
mation coefficient on the order of unity, into a trans
verse wave that is radiated into vacuum[ 9l. 
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3. ECHO AT SUMMARY FREQUENCY IN AN 
INHOMOGENEOUS ISOTROPIC PLASMA 

In an inhomogeneous plasma, the possible types of 
frequency spectra of the echo increase considerably. 
Whereas in the homogeneous plasma the only possible 
echo is at the difference frequency (at least up to 
second order in the field amplitude inclusive), in an 
inhomogeneous plasma, as shown in Sec. 1, a linear 
echo at the same frequency, i.e., regeneration of the 
wave with conservation of the frequency, is possible. 

Let us show now that a nonlinear echo at the sum
mary frequency of the external signals is possible in 
an inhomogeneous isotropic plasma. This effect is 
analogous basically to the linear echo considered in 
Fig. 1, since in both cases the inhomogeneity of the 
plasma is essential in order to satisfy the phase
coherence condition. 

Let us consider by way of an example two longitud
inal external sources 

iext(x, t) = tj.ll(x- a,)cos ro,t, (3.1) 

where the particles traveling in the positive x direc
tion interact at the point a 1, 2 with the external current 
(3.1) and acquire (or give up) a certain energy. We 
shall assume that a 1 < a2 < x~ ( v(x~) = 0 ). Then after 
these particles are reflet:ted from the potential <I>(x) 
that contains the inhomogeneous plasma, the phase of 
the second-approximation contribution function is 
given by 

(X~ dx' X~ dx' ) (X~ dx' r 'ax' ) 
ljl(~,x)=ro1 ~v(x',lf)+~v(x',~) +ro, ~v(x',d!')+Jv(x',it)' 

a1 x a1 x 

v(x, ~) = "}'2[~-lll(x)]. (3.2) 

Under the condition of phase coherence fii/J/fl ~ = 0, a 
macroscopic current of plasma particles is produced 
and excites natural oscillations of the plasma at the 
frequency w3 = w 1 + w2, if the resonance point Xs( ~) 
(w 3 =k(w3, xs)v(xs, ~))is located near the phase
coherence point of the particles with energy ~- The 
most interesting case in this example corresponds to 
w1,2 < wpe(x) < w3, when the fields are subject to the 
skin effect near the points a 1 2 in first order in the 
amplitude of the sources (3 .1 L 

The system of equations for the perturbations of the 
distribution function f1(x, v, t) and of the electric field 
E 1(x, t) has the following form in the case of longitud
inal oscillations: 

.!.!:.. + v !.!:_ - dill .!.!:.. = ::._ vE' dF 
i)t i)x dx iJv m a ' 

iJE, (3.3) fit+ 4n(j, + j,.,)= 0, 

where lS = }'2 v2 + <I>(x) is the normalized energy of the 
electrons, and F(~) is the equilibrium distribution 
function, satisfying the condition 

+ .. 

J dvF(v'/2) = 1. 

The current j 1(x, t) is given by the expression 

j,(x t) =-en, f a(f+- /-}. 
4>(~) 

where f. and L stand for f 1(x, v, t) at v > 0 and 
v < 0, respectively. 

Let us calculate the effect of the echo at double the 
frequency from one external source 

j,,. = jll(x- a) cos wt, 

with w < wpe(x) < w. In the linear approximation we 
can put 

2nj 
E,(x) = -.-ll(x- a). 

I!Jl 
(3 .4) 

From (3.3) we readily obtain with the aid of (3.4) the 
linear increment to the distribution function. Repeating 
the procedure, we obtain the following expression for 
the distribution of the particles with v < 0 in second 
order, in the region a < x < x;g, 

X# Xif 

1 "'(ej )' ( . (' dx' (' dx' )d'F 
/ 2 (X, /€) = - 2 (2n) moo exp 2L!Jl J V (x'' ~) + 2lro J V (x'' I£) d{t' . 

a x 

(3.5) 
With the aid of (3.5), the integral equation for the 

echo field E2(x) takes the form 

iro' 00 dF x xd" 
E, (x) = 2~· ~ dl£ diS { ~ dx' E 2 (x') exp ( 2iro ~ : ) 

<It (x) -oo x' 
Xf5 x' 

+ ~ dx' E 2 (x') exp ( 2iro ~ d:") 
X X 

X~ Xif X 

- exp(2iro ~ d;') ~ dx'E2 (x')exp(2tro~ d:")} + ;: j 2 (x), 
x -oo x' (3,6} 

where Wpe = 41Te 2 n0 /m; and 

j,(x) =-en, f aj,(x, .If) 
C!)(x) 

is the nonlinear echo current. We seek the field of the 
echo proper at the frequency 2w in the form 

E,(x) = CIT,(x)exp (- i j k,(x')dx'). (3. 7) 
•, 

Here k 2( x) = k( 2w, <l>(x)) is the wave vector of the 
longitudinal oscillations of the frequency 2w, l1 2(x) 
=(a~::(2w, k2(x))/flk2(x}t112, and ~::(2w, k2) is the di
electric constant at the frequency 2w. 

The procedure for calculating E2(x) is perfectly 
analogous to that used in Sec. 1. As a result we obtain 
for the constant C the expression 

C =- 2: TaxiT,(x)j,(x)exp(li j k,(x')dx'). (3.8) 
-~ ~ 

Substituting expression (3.5)-(3.7) in (3.8) we obtain 

C = _ ~(_::)'''(iroP•)2 f di€d2 ~ R(~) (3.9) 
mro 2 ro ,\ d~ 

0 
X~ X,( n 

x exp[i ~ (k,+ 2v0 )dx'- i ~ (k,- 2:)ax+ i ~ k2 dx ), 
a • x8 xc 

where 
xg x 

R(IC) = ~ dxiT2 (x)exp[i~ (k,- 2:0 )dx') (2ro=k1 {x,)v(x.,l£)). 
x, 

The integral in the expression for R( .If) is obtained by 
the saddle-point method. 

From formula (3.9) we readily see that in order for 
the echo to be produced it is necessary to satisfy the 
phase-coherence condition 
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Dt(x,l€)1 ""(_!!_[Y ~+ r~])/ =0, (3.10) 
iii€ 0 /& J V • V x-x 

l:=Xs a :\· ·- s 

which separates the particles with energy 8 = rs 0 • 

Finally we get 

eE,'x,(eo) ( '/,n )'h , dlnF'(eo) II,(x) 
E,(x).= -- v,. --

mv,.' 1 +a dfS, II,(x,) 

X exp [ iljl 0 - iJ k, (x') dx'], 

where 

(3.11) 

2rtj 8(1)3 die d'r I 
E 0 --_- x,(ifo)""Imk,(x,), a=1..:--k'( )d--d"'' . . ' ~ 1.. r 1 2 Xc Xs C!:i fi=lll 

4(J)2x22 (&0 ) 1 dx, I 
x,=x,(l€0), 1jJ0 =2(•lT(x,,l&o)- k•( ) ( t-a)-d'"' ._, · 

2 Xc CO if-<!n 

Formula (3.11) was obtained under the condition 
that the echo point Xc lies to the right of the source. 
On the other hand, if xc < a, we obtain in place of 

X[E 
(3.5) (O = 2w J dx/v). 

a 
1 , ( ej ) ' , , , d'F dF d .,] f,(x 8)= --(2n) f, - [(1-e' +e' )--- .. --e' , 2 m(J) de' de dfS 

• dx 
Xexp( 2i(J)J -;-). 

We see therefore that the investigated effect takes 
place also in the region x <a. 

Let us consider a concrete example of a containing 
potential <P(x) in the form 

(x> 0) 

(x<O) · 

We then obtain for the echo-wave amplitude at the 
frequency 2w the expression ( x < 0) 

( 2 )''• eE.' ((J)P•)' ( v.' )' ( v.') 
A = -;- m(J)Vr --;;;- 2vr' exp - 2v,.' ' 

where Vcp = 2w/k2, E" = rrj/vT -13, xc = -a - 2Lv~/ <Po 
< 0. We note that the method of harmonic generation 
in the inhomogeneous plasma indicated in the present 
section may turn out to be quite effective if the energy 
0 0 of the particles that excite the echo at the double 
frequency is of the order of the average thermal en
ergy. In addition, since the point xc can easily be 
shifted by changing the plasma and wave parameters, 
this method is also convenient for diagnostic purposes. 

In conclusion, we notethe following. The echo ef
fects considered in the present paper are connected 
with the possibility of producing phase coherence, i.e., 
of focusing of the particles by the plasma inhomogeneity. 
However, at sufficiently short distances, as already 
noted in[ 7 l, information concerning the wave motion can 
be transmitted also in the absence of focusing, owing 
to the incomplete cancellation of the currents of the 
individual particles, meaning incomplete phase mixing. 
In fact, the change of the phase velocity of the wave at 

the distance d is equal to ~Vd ~ vcpd/L where L is 
the inhomogeneity length of the phase velocity. It can 
then be seen readily that the condition for the absence 
of phase mixing when the resonant particles pass 
through an opacity barrier of width b, located at a 
distance d from the source, has for b ~ d the form 

d< ('AL)'i>%,L. 

This estimate is meaningful when K(.\.L)I/ 2 < 1, when 
the inhomogeneity-induced resonance detuning A Vd 
between the wave and the particles exceeds the absorp
tion line width with respect to velocity, A v K ~ Vcp.\.K 
« Vcp. In the opposite case K(.\.L)l/ 2 > 1, the phase 
mixing of the resonant particles occurs over the wave 
attenuation length K- 1 << L. Thus, in the absence of 
particle focusing by the inhomogeneity, the echo effects 
occur at distances from the source that are much 
smaller than the inhomogeneity length L. 

It is seen from the foregoing analysis that besides 
the known types of wave transformation there exist in 
an inhomogeneous plasma also a nonlocal wave trans
formation (both linear and nonlinear), pertaining to 
different dispersion branches. An investigation of 
these effects, however, is outside the scope of the 
present paper. 

The authors are grateful to Ya. B. Famberg for 
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